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Abstract. The paper presents the design of a temperature monitoring system in 

a very harsh environment, such as Shallow Geothermal Systems (SGS), where 

the information of underground temperature is necessary to assess the thermal 

potential of the soil, for maximizing the efficiency of the SGS. The challenge is 

to get information at different depths (sometimes up to - 100m), to transmit data 

wirelessly in rural areas where conventional wireless connections (e.g. WiFi, 

GSM) are not guaranteed and energy availability poses severe limits. Our 

design exploits a recent new modulation protocol developed for long-range 

transmission, at the minimum energy cost, and a two-tier hardware architecture 

for measuring underground temperature. Aggressive duty cycling permits to 

achieve lifetime of several years. Experimental results demonstrate the utility of 

such a system during the design and the operational activity of a SGS.  

1   Introduction 

In recent years, energy saving in several industrial and agricultural areas, such as food 

and pharmaceutical industries, became an important topic [1]. Geothermal systems 

are among the most promising technologies to contain heating and air conditioning 

consumptions and have proved to be an effective solution to reduce the electrical bill, 

especially in sectors where air conditioning for large spaces or tight temperature 

control is necessary, such as cold-chain storage for food production or distribution, 

and cold biopharma warehouses [2]. In such systems, accurate, long-term 

underground measurements are essential, because the temperatures in the upper soil’s 

layers show significant daily and annual fluctuations and the correct knowledge of the 

subsoil state drives the control of the geothermal system. The heat flow below the 

ground level is influenced by several parameters, such as air temperature, wind speed, 

season, shading/irradiation, soil thermal properties, which are characterized by 

irregular variability. Therefore, subsoil temperature estimation is often a hard task, in 

particular within the layers at few meters of depth, where the influence factors are 

multiple [3] and where the seasons and air temperature play a crucial role, as seen in 

Fig. 1; where each month of the year shapes differently the profile of the average 

temperatures at various depths. 

The use of fiber cables thermometers in the shallow geothermal measurements 



projects has been applied since many years [4], while many other applications 

preferred the use of wireless sensors installed in the ground or within the boreholes 

[5]. Unfortunately, most of them have short transmission range, which limit their 

usage because they are mainly variations of previous projects developed for 

agriculture. For example, some Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) permit to measure 

and to control applications in viticulture [6], large farms [7] and other plants [8], but 

radio technology is not suitable for underground measurements, unless using very 

high power for transmissions, in the order of Watts [3], hardly compatibles with low-

power system and long-life constraints. 

 
We present a novel, inexpensive and robust monitoring system for long-term 

underground temperature measurements. This apparatus consists in a set of sensors 

capable to acquire, to process and to transmit measured temperatures at different 

depths and on different humidity conditions, with the accuracy and time constraints 

typical of the industrial control applications. In detail, the SGS underground area 

contains a cylindrical basket heat exchanger of 1.5m high and 0.6m radius, deployed 

as shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 

Fig. 2. The installation of the buried heat exchanger with the shape of a cylindrical 

basket whose performance is influenced by thermal properties of the soil. 

 

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the simplified model for the underground 

temperature evolution along depth for a specific site.  

. 



Heat transfer is evaluated by measuring how subsoil layers temperature changes 

over time. Required depths for the measurements are -2m, -4m and -6m, at a distance 

of 1.4m from the geothermal basket, used as heat exchanger, and around 8m from the 

Thermal Response Test machine (TM) as illustrated in Fig. 3. A micro-Thermal 

Response Test (uTRT) machine has been designed to assess the thermal resistance of 

the soil and the performance of a SGS in [9]. 

2   System Architecture 

We used an innovative hybrid approach to address the challenges of underground 

sensing, mixing wired connectivity to the deep sensors and wireless long-range, low-

power connectivity for the near-surface units to the main gateway. A series of devices 

designed with a temperature sensor are placed underground, through specific 

boreholes, called Depth Board (DB), as illustrated in Fig.3. These are wired 

connected to another board, called Surface Board (SB), positioned few centimeters 

below the ground level and repaired inside a concrete manhole. Classic radio 

technologies such as WIFI or GSM are too much expensive and energy-hungry for 

this context. Even other traditional sub-GHz radio technologies in underground WSN 

[4] need too much power for the required system lifetime. Thus, we used a recent 

technology based on Long-Range (LoRa) wireless transmission (at sub-GHz 

frequency) that allows low-power connectivity with some km range for the near-

surface units. Moreover, aggressive application duty cycle permits to achieve multi-

year lifetime when battery powered. The SBs are organized in a star-topology, and 

transmit wirelessly the acquired data to a gateway (GW), which is the collection point 

for the WSN. The connection is peer-to-peer without the need of a complex MAC 

protocol. The GW aggregates and forwards the information to the Cloud through an 

internet connection (e.g. GSM).  

 

2.1   Depth node (DB) 

This board is manufactured to fit a sealed container and to be powered from the 

surface through a cable that carries RS485 communication signals. RS485 is used for 

 

Fig. 3. The model (not to scale) of the area where underground 

monitoring is necessary for a SGS. 



wired connections to a SB node, and each surface node can manage up to 3 DB nodes. 

The depth-node is subject to power gating, in fact it can be completely switched off 

when measuring underground temperature is not necessary, as illustrated in Fig.3. The 

sensor SHT21 (manufactured by Sensirion) has been mounted to measure the 

temperature with one hundredth of a degree accuracy. The TI MSP430FR5969 

microcontroller features low power consumption while RS485 communication is 

realized using a Maxim MAX3485 transceivers to achieve a transmission distance of 

up to 100m. 

2.2   Surface Board (SB)  

The main characteristic of these boards, shown in Fig.4, is the exploitation of a 

Long-Range radio transceiver at 868MHz. With the aim of low power consumption, 

the same low-power MCU is used, TI MSP430FR5969, equipped by a Real Time 

Clock for synchronizing the tasks to execute and the transmissions to the gateway. 

Wireless communication to the gateway is realized using LoRa radio technology 

provided by Semtech [10], operating at 868MHz.  

 

 

LoRa, takes advantage of a proprietary modulation technique based on the 

spreading spectrum, that gives it a strong noise immunity and thanks to a -148dB high 

sensitivity, allows reaching long distances with a very low power consumption. In 

addition, we added a boost power amplifier that can transmit up to +20dB power, 

which is the maximum allowed in industrial applications and permits a transmission 

range of several kilometers.  

The radio parameters are adjusted for the optimal trade-off between power 

consumption and transmission range, after dimensioning the bandwidth and the 

spreading factor. We set a payload of 13 bytes, and a symbol time Ts=8.19ms. 

Therefore, according to the datasheet, Tpacket=247.81ms the total time-on-air of a 

packet. We configured +2dB for signal output power that is sufficient to cover the 

distance between sensors and the gateway in our case and in any weather condition, 

we measured a 38mA for as current consumption during the interval time Tpacket. This 

accounts for about 31mJ in the total energy budget. Further improvements can be 

achieved using aggressive data compression techniques as proposed in [11]-[13]  

The nodes are equipped with a lithium polymer battery of 1000mAh, and mounts a 

high efficiency DC/DC based on TI BQ25570, which can ensure multi-year long 

 

Fig. 4. Architecture of multi-module sensor node with power gating. 



lifetime to the system and host also energy harvesting modules (see [14][15]). Since 

the radio transceiver is the most energy hungry component, we have implemented a 

power gating mechanism, using a MOSFET to enable the transceiver supply when 

needed and to achieve zero power consumption, when communication is off. The 

prototype of the Surface Board is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 

3   Experimental Results 

The power consumption profile is presented in Fig. 6. The peak of current 

consumption is required when transmitting the information and may reach about 

38mA. During the sleep interval, the power consumption cut down to few μW, which 

is enough to guaranteed adequate operating time. Typical sending intervals are in the 

order of 15 minutes or hours. 

 

 

In detail, after a first initialization of the peripherals and the clock, where the 

consumption can be neglected considering that it occurs only at the beginning, the 

breakdown of the power consumption can be modeled as in Fig. 7. Every cycle can be 

split into three intervals: sensing/processing interval (Tsp), transmission interval (Ttx)  

and sleep interval in ultralow power mode (Tlowp). We measured Tsp = 0.3s and an 

 

Fig. 6. Power profile of the SB during operation. 

 

Fig. 5. Prototypes of the wireless module with LoRa transceiver. 

[ms] 



average current consumption of Isp=3mA, which results in an energy of 2.97mJ for 

each DB connected.  

 

 

When the system is in low-power mode, during sleep interval, the total system 

consumption drops down to Ilow=3A, because only the RTC is powered. Considering 

that the measuring rate for such kind of applications is about Tmeas = 15min , the 

application runs with a Duty-cycle D=0.06% and the average power consumption 

squeezes to 47.6W Therefore, the operating lifetime of the system, if powered with a 

lithium polymer battery of 1000mAh and all the three DB are connected, is estimated 

in Tlife = 3.1years. 

Fig. 8 shows an image of the real deployment used to perform the tests. The 

surface board is clearly visible connected to the cables to three depth nodes.  

 

 

The trend of the temperature measurement and an example of usage is depicted in 

Fig. 9, where temperature oscillations at the depth of -2m (blue), -4m (orange) and -

6m (green) are provided. A deeper analysis of the curves indicates how underground 

thermal diffusivity influences the heat transfer velocity at different depths and 

distances from the basket.  

 

 

Fig. 7. Power profile model of the SB. 

 

Fig. 8. Prototype of the long-range radio module. 



 

In fact, we performed more long-duration tests, started on March 24th, 2016 with 

the injection of hot water into the geothermal basket. The test was conducted 

uninterruptedly for 12 days, with a constant water flow of 800 l/h and a total electric 

resistance powered constantly with 1500W, power was used to heat the water at the 

inlet of the basket. Then we kept the water circulating into the basket without the 

heating resistance, for a release period of additional 12 days. The heat wave arrived 

after 4 days at 2m depth and 1.4m far from the geothermal basket, and after 11 days at 

4m depth; while it never reached 6m depth in the considered period. We note that this 

is extremely valuable information for the experts asked to design the geothermal 

system, because these measurements indicate that there is no need of large spacing 

among multiple baskets, in the considered test site. In addition to the initial test phase, 

this sensor deployment will be used in long-term measurements after the construction 

of the SGS system, because underground real-time temperatures will drive the 

geothermal control system, according to specific temperature damping model. 

Conclusion 

We discussed the design of an autonomous wireless monitoring system for 

underground temperatures. A complete set of sensors designed to operate several 

meters below ground level, was designed and deployed to understand the external 

factors influencing the behavior of the soil when a geothermal system is to be 

installed. Design challenges such as battery lifetime and radio transmission over long 

distances at the lowest power consumption have been addressed. The designed boards 

are capable to operate unattended for at least 3 years, sending information to a 

gateway located several km away.  
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Fig. 9. Plot of underground temperature inside the borehole, at 2m, 4m and 6m depth. 
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